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ABSTRACT: Eight parental cultlvars and lines of bread wheat were used
in a diallel cross without reciprocals to stUdy the nature of gene action,
combining ability and heterosis under three planting dates (15110,15/11 and
15/12 ) for eight traits . Mean squares due to planting dates were highly
signiflcant for all the studied traits in F1 and F2 generations ,indicating
overall differences between the three planting dates .Mean squares due to
genotypes ,parents and crosses were significant for all stUdied traits in F1
and F2 generations under the three planting dates as well as their combined
analysis except for plant height in the F1 in the third planting date for
parents.Mean squares due to interaction of planting dates with genotypes
were found to be significant for all studied traits In F1 and F2 except for plant
height in the F1 . Mean squares .due to parents vs crosse.s as an indication to
average heterosis were slgnifiicant (or all studied traits In the F1 and F2
generations under the three planting dates as well as for the combined data
except number of spikes Iplant in the second planting date and 1000- kernel
weight in the first and third planting dates as well as the combined data in
the F2 generation.The interaction of parents vs crosses with planting dates
were significant for all studied traits in the F1 and F2 generations except for
plant height and number of kernels Isplke in the F1 and 1000- kernel weight
In the F2 generation .The mean squares due to general (GCA) and specific
combining ability (SCA) were significant for all studied traits under the three
sowing dates in the F1 and F2 generations except plant height for SCA. The
ratios of GCAISCA variances were found to be greater than unity for all
studied traits In the F1 and F2 generations except for grain filling period
number of kernels 1 spike and grain yield Iplant In the third planting date In
the F2 generation ,indicating that additive and additive x additive types of
gene action were of greater importance than other types in the Inheritance of
most studied characters.
One cross (P4 xP8) was identified as promising for wheat breeding for
improving yielding ability because both parental lines and cross possessed
the highest general and specific combining ability effects for grain yield. The
high expression of heterosis for this cross also reflected thst the genetic
composition of the parents was different with. respect to favorable additive
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genes.Also ,this hybrid was the best in SeA for most yield
components,dwarfism and early maturity .
All traits were Influenced by both additive and nonadditive gene effects
under the three planting date$ with unequal alleJlic frequency of the parents.
Asymmetrical distribution of positive and negative alleles among the parents
under planting dates might indicate that allelic expression was affected by
planting date .Overdominance or partial dominance were exhibited in some
traits under planting dates with the excess of dominant genes over recessive
genes.
The heritability estimates in narrow sense were relatively high to moderate in
the F1 hybrids for all studied traits but were low for grain yield in the second
and third planting dates . For F2 generation ,high to moderate heritability
estimates were detected for all stUdied traits but were low for grain filling
period, number of kernels /spike and grain yield /plant in the third planting
date.
Key words: diallel crosses,combining ability ,heterosis,additive genes,
overdominance

INTRODUCriON
Increasing wheat production, as a national goal, could be achieved

through increasing ·the production per unit area,via improving agronomic
management practices as well as the genetic potentality of the cultivar.
SOWing date is one of the most important limiting factors in wheat
production.For starting a breeding programme to improve any crop variety ,
the breeders need to know the type of gene action and genetic system
controlling the inheritance of the interest characters.The diallel analysis
procedure is the technique of choice providing such detailed genetic
informations and identifying the proper genotypes before including them in
breeding programmes .The basis of progress in impro,,~ng quantitative traits
in plant breeding is the relative importance of type of gene action involved .
After dividing the genotypic variance into additive ,dominance and epistatic
variances by Fisher(1918),many genetic models were introduced to estimate
the differentgenetic parameters (Griffing,1956 and Hayman& Mather, 1955).

Combining ability analysis of Griffin'g (1956), is most Widely used
biometrical tool for evaluating parental lines in terms of their ability to
combine in hybrid combinations .With this method, the resulting total genetic
variation is partitioned into the effects of general combining ability ,a
measure of additive gene action and specific combining ability ,as a measure
of non-additive gene action.

Exploitation of heterosis is considered to be one of the outstand ing
achievements of plant breeding .In self -pollinated crops like wheat the scope
for utilization of heterosis depends mainly upon the direction and magnitude
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